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Evaluation debate continues

Join the Projector staff, sweetheart

by Dave Church

■

It could be the start of a
beautiful friendship
tl

A proposal by the RRCC
Student Association to have
results of instructor evaluations
made available to students may
' meet with opposition from the
College Administration.
Supervisor of Student Services
Ray Newman said there is little
need for changes in the
evaluation program.
"Instructor evaluations have
been a continuing process in the
college for years. Over 90 percent
of students fill out evaluation
forms annually" he said.
Newman said the system has
been improved this year by
utilizing computer-readible
forms. Students can comment on
the instructor, subject and course

content, and make additional
comments.
"The agreement to maintain
confidentiality was made when
the system was instituted. It was
a hot issue at the time, but the
majority of instructors felt this
policy would avoid a 'popularity
contest' situation.
The results of evaluations are
discussed only between the instructor involved and Jis
department head, said Newman.
Complaints by students about
courses or instructors can be
made through the Academic
Appeals Board, as outlined in the
Student Handbook.
Student Association President
Tony Militano said the SA would

work through the proper channels to ensure that evaluations
are done th6roughly and the
results made public.
"In order for the evaluations to
have any value, the results must
be released" said Militano.
"That's how its done at the
universities, and it is very successful."
"The information from the
evaluations is essential so
students can tell which courses
and instructors are worthwhile.
Students want to know what to
expect when they choose their
courses."
"The SA has received complaints about course content and
instructors. With the evaluation

results we could tell if the
complaint was an individual
opinion or common feeling
among students," he continued.
The possibility of students
obtaining access to evaluation
results has not yet been settled.
SA Business Manager Don
Hillman plans to propose a
motion dealing with the matter at
the next meeting of the Academic
Council.
negotiator
Bob Vinet,
representing instructors in their
contract talks, said he didn't
think instructors would object to
the survey results being made
public. "For the most part instructors would welcome the
move. It allows them to get

evaluation is desireable in all
areas of the College.
feedback from their students and
.deal with beefs openly."
Vinet pointed out that
evaluation results are subject to
variation depending on the time
of day and the mood of the
student. But he felt that more
Vinet said he liked the idea of
instructors and students getting
together to evaluate the administration. "If you're going to
look for flaws in the system, you
might as well start at the top and
work down."
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Learning Resources Centre

Post-psychiatric
course in danger
by Bob Armstrong
The Life Skills for Post
Psychiatric Students course in
RRCC is unique in Manitoba and
fulfils • an important need, sayJohn Maloney and Tom Thor-•
steinson, instructors involved in
the course.
However, the future of the
course is uncertain because
Canada Manpower (now the
Canada Employment and Immigration Centre) is considering
withdrawing its support.
The 12-week course is a transition period for people coming
out of hospitals and mental institutions, designed to return
them to productive positions in
society. According to Maloney
and Thorsteinson, the course has
a success rate of 80 per cent.
Many students are going directly
to jobs and others continue
training at RRCC or university.
On Fri. March 23 ten students
graduated from the course. They
were the sixth group to go
through the course in its threeyear history. The seventh group
has just started the course, and
demand has increased the
number of students to 17 from 12.
Three of the twelve weeks are
spent at work experience, with
the time spread out over the
course. Many students work at
Canadian Forces Base Winnipeg,
doing jobs secured through Major
C. Potter, the liaison for placing
students. "Part of the success of
the course is due to them (the
Department of National
Defense). They really go out of
their way," said Thorsteinson,
who teaches a life skills program
preparing students to work with
other people. Some students find
permanent employment during
work experience.

r
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The course also includes employment training, such as job
interviews and writing. resumes.
This -is handled 'ay. Maloney and
Pam Macaskill.
The course is cc-sponsored by
Manpower, RRCC and the
Canadian Mental Health
Association, with training
allowances paid by Manpower
and UIC. Manpower is considering pulling out of the course
but has received letters of protest
from social workers and
psychiatrists. Manpower's at
titude was described as
"downright demoralizing" by
Thorsteinson. One Manpower
counsellor complained about the
amount of time spent working
with Life Skills students. "In the
end, they're denying assistance
to those who need it most," said
Maloney. Manpower is funding
the current term but funding for
the eighth term has not been
approved.
Maloney and Thorsteinson feel
the course should not only be
extended but also expanded.
They are now getting more
referrals than they can handle
from hospitals and other sources.
At one time, Manpower was
responsible for referrals to the
course, but now Maloney and
Thorsteinson canvass psychiatric
units for applicants. The
response has been enough to
increase the number of students
per group.
"It seems unusual that Canada
Manpower is considering withdrawing from the course when
the demand is greater than
ever," said Maloney.

Osborne controvers
Osborne House, a refuge for
battered wives and children, has
become the subject of much
controversy.
Recently, there have been
plans to shut down the house due
to lack of funding but this has
changed. _
Now, the Manitoba Housing
Association, a provincial
government _agency, has agreed

The. Projector
Next meeting Tuesday, March 20
Projector office next to the South Gym

to finance the p-iirchase of a new
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house and provide total services
for the women and children. The
house will be owned by the
provincial government and
rented to the group.
The lease on Osborne House
has been extended until the end of
May to allow time to find, new
lodgings. With this support, the
outlook has improved greatly for
the people at Osborne House.

Keith Cosens, provincial Minister of Education, answers to Projector Editor Mike
Balagus, Michael MacEvoy of the Uniter, and Yakiw Hrishishen of the Manitoban. See'
pages 5 and 6.

Housing revised
by Nancy Turnbull
A revised student housing
proposal "will be back in
government hands within the
next few weeks," according to
Student Association (SA)
president Tony Militano.
The present plan, revised to
meet Central Mortgage and
Housing (CMHC) criteria,• calls
for a residence accomodating a
minimum of 250 students and
costing approximately $2.6
million.
The new plan calls for groups of
six to twelve units with access to
a common lounge and kitchen. It
is similar to the residence at
Vancouver's BC Institute of
Technology (BCIT). The
residence at BCIT is in its first
year of operation, and has "a
very nice set-up," according to
Militano.
The new plan is being
presented under Section 47 of the
CMHC, which deals specifically
with community colleges.
The original plan for a $3.9
million residence with selfcontained units was presented
under Section 15.1 which is for
`specialty groups.' Section 15.1
has more funds available than
Section 47 at lower interest rates.
The SA is seeking federal
funding through the CMHC with
provincial subsidization to cover
interest. The provincial government is also supplying the land
for the on-campus residence.
Approval will involve a
meeting between Education

minister Keith Cosens and CMHC
officials. Although most of the
funding is federal, the plan must
be approved by the provincial
government.
"Housing hasp reached a point
where it will go or be shelved for
the time being," Militano says.
"This is our last stand. If it
doesn't go through, we'll go on to
better things for the time being."

Militano feels the revised
plan's chances are "really good"
in spite of this being a "period of
restraint." He feels the upcoming
federal election will also help.
The question remains as to who
would run a new residence. In the
past, neither the administration
nor the SA has been eager to take
over. "That will have to be
decided later," says Militano.
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Video 79 April 2.5
11.1 daily

Video 79 April 9.12
11.1 daily

featuring

featuring

Freebie Film. Festival

Sex
Crimes

Staff
seats,

Wed. April 4
4.6pm and 7.9 pm
White Lecture Theater

Pawley to
talk at
RRCC
Howard Pawley, leader of the
Manitoba New Democratic
Party, will appear at Red River
Friday April 6.
Mr. Pawley is scheduled to give
a one-hour talk on "Human
Rights as an International
Problem." beginning at 1 p.m. in
the Green Lecture Theatre.
Pawley was appointed Leader
of the Manitoba NDP on January
13 of this year. succeeding Ed
Schreyer as leader of the opposition in the Manitoba
Legislature. Besides being an established
provincial politician, Mr. Pawley
is respected for his work in the
area of human-rights. In 1977 Mr.
Pawley visited Chile to obtain
information on several missing
relatives of Chileans living in
Manitoba.
Mr. Fawley was first elected to
the Manitoba Legislature in 1969.
He was given his first cabinet
post that same year. He was reelected in 1973 and sworn in as
Attorney-General of Manitoba
later that year.
The lecture is open to all Red
River students and will be an
excellent opportunity to meet one
of Manitoba's most prominent
politicians.

The Domestic Electronic lab is receiving
black and white
television sets for
repair. See instructor
for approval. A deposit
of $35.00. is required.
Room F 301

Resumes
In house typing for
assignments, essays,
reports, correspondence, and other at
reasonable rates for
high quality service.
Looking at getting that
special job? A
professionally done
resume helps. We do
concise,
quality
resumes at reasonable
rates.
Fort Garry
Personnel - 103-1200
Pembina, 284-2361.

April 10.12
11-1 daily Tower Lounge

Winnipeg's newest model agency

Lindon's
We are looking for male and female models
for specialized runway modeling. Experiance
preferred but not necesary. Minimum age 18,
minimum height 5'7" female, 6' male. Interviews 6 - 8 pm April 3, 4, 5, no appointment
needed.
Winnipeg's newest model agency
Lindon' s
has just opened their office at
The House of York - Suite 1006 180 Smith
street.
L

canada
employment
centre
on campus

Roam C-211
Tower Building

There is no shortage of
washroom space at RRCC, according to a report prepared by
the Department of Government
Services for the college
Academic Committee.
There is" a total of 206 water
closets in the College, as well as
92 urinals and four "unisex accomodations" in the Day Care
Centre.
The Manitoba Building Code
calls for a maximum number of
persons per water closet of 100
male and 75 female.
The report concludes "a
comparison of the current level of
occupancy... with the number of
existing toilet facilities will show
that they are adequately served."
The report made no reference ,
togvernmsadf
cleanliness for washrooms, or about the present condition of
RRCC's water closets.

interview preparation
occupational information
resume writing
job search program
employer information
Providing full, part-time, and sinner employment service to all students in cooperation
with red river community college.

8:00am to 4:30 pm
Monday to Friday
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SA elections coming
by Bob Armstrong
RRCC's Student Association
elections for 1979 are in the
planning stages and possible
changes promise to make the
upcoming campaign more interesting than in past years.
One change already confirmed
is the removal of the Public
Relations position from the SA
executive, decreasing the
number of executives to five.
This could increase competition
for the remaining jobs, said SA
president Tony Militano.
Another change still being
considered is having yes-no votes
when only one candidate runs for
a position. Last year, some
executives won by acclamation
and did not have to campaign, but
this change would make them do
some campaigning.
Vice-president Gord Kozak, the
executive in charge of elections,
said the election dates are not yet
finalized. He is now contacting
the registrar's office to get a list
of voters, and is trying to find the

Artist in Residence
Dan Donahue

`Annie Hall'

Need typing done?
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`The OutlaWs'

TIME: 11 a.m. -1 p.m.
PLACE: South Gym
ADMISSION: Free
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by Dave Church
Objections from RRCC staff
have led to the restoration of the
"staff-only" seating section in
the Voyageur Dining Room.
Th Academic Council passed a
motion at its March 19 meeting to
re-install the signs reserving the
section for staff members. The
signs were removed in February
because the section was considered unnecessary by the Food
Services Committee.
A petition signed by almost 200
staff members who want the
reserved section brought back
was presented at the Academic
Council meeting. Because the
meeting took place during the
term break, there was no student
representative at the meeting.
RRCC Director Brian Angood
indicated he supported the move.
But Student Services Director
Ray Newman said he thought
instructors did not need a
reserved section. "I don't see
why staff and students can't sit
together. Students are the most
important people in the college"
he said.
"This is not a gesture of
snobbery" said Edward Read, an
Electrical Technology instructor
who organized the petition.
"Instructors spend their whole
day with students, and usually
have a very good relationship
with them. But meals are an
excellant opportunity for staff
members to disuss policies,
examinations, and developments
in the College. This is impossible
if students are present."
Many instructors signing the
petition felt students would suffer
because the reserved seats were
removed. Many instructors
prefer to wait until the noon-hour

line has gone through the
cafeteria before going themselves. This manuever enables
them to spend less time in the
cafeteria, and function more
efficiently.
"If a student is late, the class
can go on without him. But if a
teacher is late for a class,
everyone has to wait" said Read.
"It is traditional for
educational institutions to have
seperate dining facilities for
students and staff", Read continued. "Since Red River doesn't,
it is reasonable to allocate part of
the cafeteria for instructors."
A spokesman for the Manitoba
Human Rights Commission said
a legal opinion is necessary to
determine if a complaint could be
lodged in this case. "We operate
under the Human Rights Act,
which prohibits discrimination on
the grounds of race, religion, and
sex. This seems to be a case of
discrimination on the basis of
employment, since students are
prohibited from sitting in the
reserved area", he said."The
Human Rights act appears not to
cover such situations."
The Student Association did not
oppose the decision because it
was not aware it would be dealt
with by the Academic Committee. "The decision to remove
the signs was made by the Food
Services Committee" said an SA
spokesman. "We were prepared
to discuss this at their next
meeting."
Unless the SA can convince the
Administration to remove the
signs again, the "staff-only"
section will be a permanent
fixture in the Voyageur Dining
Room.

Womans center may close
by Pat Onysko
The possible closing of the
Women's Study Centre is a major
concern of Eileen Johnson,
tutorial instructor for the Centre,
considering it took a great deal of
time and energy for the actual
opening of this centre.
The Women's Study Centre
provides support services for
women coming out of different
courses, out of career opportunity courses for women on
mother's allowance, pre-trade
courses for women and the preemployment strategies for
women at the YWCA. There has
been talk that those courses were
going to be cancelled as of June
1980 and with that, as Ms. Johnson
states, "The women's centre has
the possibility of going down with
them being that the main reason
for being here was to provide
support services for these women
when they come into the institution."
Basically, the problem lies in
trying to assess the value and
validity of such a centre. Another
point to consider is that the
Women's Study Centre has not
been open that long — only since
September 1978. But, Johnson
adds, the longer the Centre has
been open, the more support it
has gained.
Initially, only 10 to 15 students
were visiting the Study Centre
every day. Now, anywhere from
30 to 50 students a day go to the

Centre, including men. Students
also represent a wider variety of
course areas than when the
Centre first opened.
Ms. Johnson explained that at
the beginning quite a number of
women were visiting the Centre
from the CBOM courses and
clerk typists because "they were
experiencing real difficulties.
Mature women coming from that
area have difficulty in keeping up
with the speed at which the
course was being taught and
came up here for tutorial
assistance in accounting, in their
business math and generally, for
support services."
Also, there are quite a number
of Adult Basic Education
students who go to the Centre
regularly. "A lot of . these
students are single parents,"
Johnson added, "who come out
for a place to sit • down, relax,
have a cup of coffe and talk about
some of the problems they are
experiencing." There are a lot of
women coming from the trades
areas, students who have
graduated from the COWMA
course and the employment
strategies course.
At the outset, instructors were
unaware of what the Women's
Centre actually was. As Ms.
Johnson explained, "The instructors didn't know that an
employee of Red River Community College was in charge of

the Centre. They thought they
were threatened by somebody
coming to see them, discussing
various issues-problems and
seeing if things could be changed.
They were feeling threatened by
it as if somebody was coming in
and trying to get them out of their
jobs.'
Since that time, a more relaxed
working relationship has
developed between the instructors and the advisors in the
Centre. Instructors are aware
that the Centre does actually
exist and many are familiar with
the personnel in the Study Centre.
A greater number of instructors
are willing to visit the Centre and
actually see what it offers.
The question still remains as to
whether the existence of a
Women's Study Centre is valid
and-or necessary. It is extremely
difficult to measure the value and
success of an emotional support
service such as. this. As Eileen
Johnson puts it, "We are concerned with the students that
come to the Centre, we'll meet
them in the hall, talk with them,
see how things are going, and
they know somebody else is here
and is concerned about them and
wants them to make a success of
whatever they are attempting
whether it is non-traditional or
traditional."

USED RECORD SALE ! ! !
April 18, 19 and 20
.11■••■••

Here's how to Turn your
old discs into dollars!
Bring your albums to the college on April 4 - 12. A drop-off booth will be set-up outside the student
bookstore between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. An A.M.S. member will receive your records, help you price them
and issue you a receipt listing your records and their selling price. After the sale, bring the receipt back
and we'll return any unsold records along with your revenue less a 15% charge for our service.

SPONSORED BY:
The Administrative Management Society - College Chapter

Employment and
Emploi et
Immigration Canada Immigration Canada .

executives who know the
workings of the SA.
Militano said the money paid to
SA executives is an incentive for
candidates, but shouldn't be their
main reason for running since the
pay is "very cheap compared to
other institutions." Red River
executives are paid $110 a month
compared to $350 for U of W and
$565 for • U of M. Red River
executives must also keep up a
minimum of 50 per cent course
load, but at university there is no
minimum course load. Militano
said he is considering running for
re-election.
The entire college should
become involved in elections, but
there should not be a polarization
between Business Administration
students and others, says Gord
Kozak. When asked if he thought
there would be a high calibre of
candidates, Kozak said "I think
so. There seems to be an optimistic attitude in the college
now."

best time for the elections so they
will not conflict with exams or
classes. He said last year there
was a problem with conflicts.
Election dates were to be
finalized at the March 29 council
meeting and an elections committee set up. Plans call for
nominations from April 17 to 30,
campaigning between May 1 and
7, and voting on May 8, according
to Militano.
Militano feels apathy will
probably not be a problem. Last
year, 20 per cent of the student
population voted, nearly double
the year before and a respectable
number for a student election. U
of M's recent election had a 17 per
cent voter turnout. Interest
probably will focus on candidates
rather than issues, said Militano,
since the residence will probably
be either approved or cancelled
by the end of this year and there
are no other big issues. The lack
of first-year students on council
could be a problem in getting

Don't Miss The
Super Savings
albums ranging from
99C to_$3.99
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None of your
business butt
by Bob Armstrong
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Evaluations a mystery
by Michael Balagus
Rumour has it we're getting a new sport at Red River. The people in
the phys-ed department know nothing about it, nor does anyone else in
the college it seems. What is this mysterious game you ask? Well
that's just it. It's the mystery game of the year and it's called The
Great Evaluation Steeplechase.
Let me fill you in on the rules. The first thing you need is a desire for
student evaluations of courses and instructors. Next you find out if
they are being done. This is where the game begins to get confusing.
Let me save you the trouble of doing your own research. You will ask
students in the applied arst section and they will tell you no. The administration will tell you yes. in fact we've invested in a computer for
this purpose. Some instructors will tell you we're supposed to but
sometimes we don't. Later the administration will tell you that 90 per
cent of technical students are doing them. I'll check that one out later.
Step number 2 in the game is to find the evaluations. You will be told
statistics based on these evaluations are in the library. Don't bother
checking. If the head librarian can't find them you certainly won't be
able to. Next you will be told that the evaluations are confidential and
not for student use. Confused?
Well, don't bother going to the Student Association offices (by now
you know as much as they do.) Don't ask them what they are going to
do either. But if you check back tommorolk things may have changed.
Don't rely on the Projector for answers because, quite frankly,
we're as confused as you are.
If by some miracle you learn to play the game well enough to get
beyond step 2 the final leg of this steeple-chase is to find out the
validity and use of these evaluations. Who sees them? What action do
they initiate and what good are they to students if they are locked up
somewhere collecting dust?
Perhaps it's time someone gave us an official statement on the
college wide policy for course and instructor evaluations. Documented
evidence of the existence, administration, use, and validity of the
evaluations would also help clear up the issue. It might ruin the game
but it certainly would make life easier for a lot of people around the
college. Or would it?
The latest Student Association position on the issue is simple but
relys on facts and is therefore clouded in ifs, ands, and buts.
According to SA President Tony Militano the position is as follows.
'Evaluations that are supposed to be taken are not now being
published. We would like to see them published. If however, they are
not being done we will go through the proper channels to institute our
own evaluations and publish them.'
Sounds like the SA has an advantage in this game. Well, not really.
You have the rest of this year and perhaps all of next year to find you
way through the maze. People like Tony Militano will be out of office in
another month and a half. Or will they.
Like every great sport, 'The Great Evaluation Steeple-chase' has its
prize. The Red Ribbon in this race, however, is made up of all the red
tape you cut your way through on route to your victory.
Congratulations.
'
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The Projector is published every two weeks during the school year in connection with the RRCC
Students Association. Advertiser and contributor deadline for April 17 is April 10. The international
standard serial number is 0380-6863. Al submissions must be on a 56 stroke typed line. That's
enough! I've had enough of this! I quit! Listen Balagus, either I get a raise and a better job here or those
pictures of you and the ardvark will be published. And another thing, someone else can make the coffee around here. No not the cattle prod! I'll be good, I was just joking.

•

It was a day that started like any other day. I woke up, poured a cup of coffee, got in my car and drove to
my office. I took the stairs up, walked down the hall, through the waiting room and opened the door that said
Nick Danger- Writer. I looked at the papers on my desk, shuffled them for a while and put them aside. I
stared out my window and saw a bluebottle fly buzzing and rolled up some papers to kill it with. But I didn't.
Instead, I took a fifth of bourbon out of my bottom drawer and poured two fingers. It was another of those
days.
Then there was a knock at the door and before I could say "come in" a tall big-eyed blonde walked in. She
looked like trouble, beautiful but cold and hard as nails. I never should have trusted her, but I've got a
weakness for big blue eyes. Maybe someday I'll learn.
"You Danger?"
"That's what the sign says."
"Funny."
"What can I do for you sis?"
"My clients are looking for a writer, biting sarcasm, razor sharp wit."
You got your man sis, that'll be fifty a day plus expenses."
She wrote out an address for me, paid a deposit and left, I never saw her again; alive. When I got to the
address I first got a gut feeling something was wrong. The place was a basement hole, winos and gangs of
Peurto Rican kids watching me as I went inside. Reefer smoke filled the air, the place was probably run by
hopheads; jazz players or Communists, maybe both. I looked around the joint, small, filthy and cheap.
Where did they get fifty bucks a day to hire me, I wondered.
"Oh wow, you must be the writer, like, I'm Mike, the editor."
I turned around to see an emanciated, sunken-eyed scarecrow. His jacket didn't fit and his tie wasn't tied
right. Marijuana, the killer; it had claimed another victim.
He introduced me to the staff. The first was a dark haired shifty eyed torpedo named Dave whose face
looked like it had stopped everything short of a Sherman tank. He probably had a record that would make
Dillinger look like Christopher Robin's Nanny. Near the door stood a guy named Tony, sharpening his
switchblade with his teeth. Next an Ivy League type named Rick with a college letterman's sweater walked
in and said hello in his Dartmouth accent. I had him pegged for the brains of the operation. Another mistake I
later regretted.
Seated to the side watching all this was a tall long-legged brunette, the type that gets to me almost as much
as a big-eyed blonde. She lit a cigarette and blew the smoke out at me. I walked towards her.
"That's Kim, the new-"
"Hi sweetheart, you the secretary?" I interrupted.
"Sports editor," Mike said as I picked myself up off the floor and began applying the tourniquet.
Introductions over, I went to work. Mike showed me some old articles and gave me pointers on writing
style. Always start the front page with someone being criticized, never write anything bad about someone's
kids, and whenever possible use the phrase "second class students." I started my first article:
"BA sucks. A lot ,of students are criticizing it. They are real pissed off. We pay our fees. We're being
treated like second class students. It's all a plot by the government. Women are being demoralized by our
society. I don't like the real world. I don't even like kids."
"Freeze Danger," said a voice behind me. I turned around and froze. It's a habit of mine, I always freeze
when there's a big-eyed blonde pointing a heater at my solar plexus. Suddenly the rod fell from her hand and
she fell forward, a knife stuck into her back up to the hilt. Behind her I saw Tony ready to throw another knife
until a bang sounded and Mike walked in, a 12 gauge shotgun aimed at my adams apple. A burst of Tommy
gun fire cut him down and in walked Dave the torpedo and the college boy on either side of an old friend of
mine.
"Hillman!"
"That's right, Danger," he said. "Been a long time since that article of yours sent me up the river huh?"
"Not long enough."
"Funny. Boys, teach this pen jockey some manners."
Before they had gone a step, a dark-haired dervish pounced on them and started beating them into pulp.
Hell, I've seen beatings before, plenty, but this made me feel sick. When the dust settled, I saw it was Kim the
Sports Editor. I looked at the bodies and a thought occured to me.
"You know, sis, with your muscle and my pen we could clean up this burg, get rid of corruption and scum
for good, what say we become partners? But first, you wanna make some coffee?'

CANADA WORLD YOUTH has
openings for co-ordinators and
group leaders in its international
youth exchange programs with
developing countries of AFRICA,
ASIA and LATIN AMERICA.
The aim of the program is to
promote an understanding of
cross-cultural communication
and development through a
generally community-oriented
program in which both work and
learning are prime components.
THE CO-ORDINATOR,
together with his exchange
country counterpart, gives
direction and leadership to the
country program as a whole. He
administers the program and is
CWY's official representative
overseas, acting in liaison with
the exchange country parties
involved.
THE GROUP LEADER is
largely responsible for project
development. Together with his
exchange country counterpart,
he facilitates participant learning and is responsible for
maintaining an on-going involvement with the participants.
All candidates must possess:
flexibility
-maturity
-sensitivity
-ability to withstand stress
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WINNIPEG (CUP) -- The
University of Winnipeg's Finance
Committee is recommending that
tuition be raised from $525 to $570
next year, with student leaders
talking about the possibility of a
fee boycott in protest.
U of W president Harry
Duckworth said the increase was
necessary to stop the government
reprisals if tuition did not increase to meet that of the two
other universities in Manitoba.
Student association vicepresident Pat Falconer said, "It
looks like a fee boycott is
possible. All our protests are
being ignored."
A boycott of fees would mean
that students would refuse to pay
the amount of tuition increase in
their second-term fees. Ac-

cording to Falconer, "we could
win this battle if the majority of
the students supported us.
He said he was upset with the
finance committee and felt they
paid students "polite lip service,
and not much more."
Student association president
Harvey Thorleifson said the
committee refused to deal
honestly with the issues raised by
the students. He could not even
get a seconder for a motion to
freeze fees, he said.
Board of Regents chair John
Bulman said students will just
have to accept restraint and
absorb the increases. Falconer
told him that people with high
incomes were not being hit by
restraint, while people with fixed
incomes, like students and the
elderly, were being affected.

NUS brief
OTTAWA (CUP) -- Both the
Canadian Labour Congress and
the New Democratic Party have
reacted favorably to a National
Union of Students brief calling for
a stronger federal presence in
post-secondary education.
"We agree with the general
thrust of the brief," said Claire
Booker of the CLC's education
office. "We are quite concerned
at the lack of access to postsecondary education, and we see
the need for rational national
planning."
The brief, entitled "Education:
A System in Chaos" was released
Mar. 15. It outlines the decline in
the quality of post-secondary
education in the last decade and
calls for greater federal involvement in planning
educational priorities, removing
barriers _ to accessibility, and
ensuring adequate funding.
NUS and the CLC discussed
"the possibility of joint action to
publicize the problems faced by
post-secondary education," said
Booker. CLC speakers will also
discuss educational matters at
union forums and other meetings,
she said.
A high priority of the CLC is
paid educational leave, which
NUS also supports.
NDP member of Parliament
David Orlikow said "it was a
good brief." He also asked
Secretary of State John Roberts
to respond to questions raised by
the brief, in particular whether
the government would meet with

the Council of Ministers of
Education to discuss remedial
action.
PC representative Flora
MacDonald was not available for
comment at presstime. However,
NUS president John Tuzyk said
members of the PC caucus
described the brief as "excellent" when they met with NUS
representatives Mar. 20.
He said MacDonald was
"sympathetic" to developing
national criteria on how federal
transfer payments to the
provinces should be spent,
although the PC MP's seemed
"less committed" to removing
financial barriers to education.
John Helliwell of the Canadian
Bureau for International
Education said he agreed with
the "general thrust" of the
report, and specifically the
section concerning international
students
"NUS feels the same way we do
about the international exchange
of students," Helliwell said. Its
analysis seemed somewhat
superficial, he said, but that was
to be expected as the brief dealth
with many other aspects of
education.
NUS has also already
presented the brief to the
Canadian Association of
University Teachers and the
Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada. Both the
CAUT and the AUCC are expected to come up with official
positions on the brief in the next
few weeks.
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Ralston gowns and jeans
by Pat Onysko
During the 1960's a new lifestyle
developed: a lifestyle that was
directed basically to those who
were young. The 60's female wore
faded blue jeans, peasant
blouses, tight-fitting T-shirts, had
long (and preferably straight)
hair and had quite an active sex
life- taking advantage of the birth
control pill. Since that time, there
have been quite a number of
changes. Maclean's magazine
described the Woman of the 70's
as one who "wears boots year
round, has rediscovered nail
polish and purple lipstick, forsaken the natural look for permed curls and still leads an active sex life, though she's less
certain about which contraceptives to use."
Dorothy Harvey, instructor for
the Personal Development
course for secretarial science
and stenography students, stated
in an interview that "in the 60's
and early 70's, people weren't
dressing or thinking the way they
used to; young people definitely
weren't. And so it was very hard
to integrate this kind of program
(Personal Development) with
their other subjects. They just
didn't have the interest; they
believed more in the freedom of
self, that kind of thing. But, now
they're realizing that unless they
project a good self image,
someone else is going to get the
job."
The Personal Development
course now runs for two terms in
the year. Although the course
title may seem somewhat
melodramatic, the course deals
with some very basic topics such
as grooming, individual form,
personal relations and awareness
of self.
The ultimate goals of .this
course, as Ms. Harvey explained,
are to "help develop and mold
attitudes, to make them aware of

`In the sixties... they believed more in freedom of self,
that kind of thing. But, now they're realizing that unless
they project a good self image, someone else is going
to get the job.'
how they appear to others both
internally and externally and
hope that by doing this, they will
make a better employee." According to Ms. Harvey, there is a
definite need for a course of this
nature given the speed in
development of our society. Some
of the topics covered in the course
include Transactional Analysis,
motivation, improving communications, assumptions,
women in business, sexuality,
marriage and public speaking.
Although the visual aspects of the
individual are included in the
course, greater emphasis is
placed on psychological or
emotional development.
Ms. Harvey obtains a great.
deal of her resource material,
films and guest speakers from
the universities. She also has
representatives from Health and

Students unaware of
Study Skills Program
Speaking of the Study Skills
program Robeson said "I feel
there is a lot here that can help a
student improve."
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Bilingualism (French-English)
is also highly recommended.
Candidates for Latin America
definitely require Spanish. Extensive travel involved.

APPLICATION DEADLINE is
April 13. For application forms
and more information, contact
Prairies Regional Office, 10523 77 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta
T6E 5J8. Telephone 432-0462.
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Student Aid applications for the
1979-80 academic year are now
available in the Student Aid
Office, Room C116.
Any persons intending to apply
should do so as soon as possible.
Processing of applications
received after June cannot be
guaranteed of completion before
September.
Applications WILL NOT be
accepted without photocopies of
working copies of 1978 Income
Tax Returns.

Reid calls for
return of French
WINNIPEG (CUP) -- Claiming
that the educational system has
failed to foster Canadian identity
and stifled creative thinking,
John Reid, the federal minister
for interprovincial affairs, has
called for the return of French as
an entrance requirement, with B
minus as a grade requirement.
Reid told delegates at a
"Whither the University" conference at the University of
Manitoba that universities have
been "too willing to import ideas
without thinking of the national
question."
, . He accused French universities
of retreating on the question of
teaching French just when the
language issue became important to Canada.
The increased interest in
French among elementary
schools might mean universities
will not be ready to accomodate
them in future years, he
suggested.
Reid said that because

universities have not been doing
their jobs, civil servants must
take federally sponsored
language programs.
Over the past ten years, he
said, the excellence of universities had been eroded and
become "secondary to the goal of
accomodating the student.
He questioned whether it was
necessary for universities to
become an instrument of mass
education, and said universities
should take the lead in demanding their students to meet the
highest standards.
This would force high schools to
produce better quality students,
Reid said, and the attitude of
excellence would be.transmitted
to all educational institutions.
Currently universities are
training students to be "good
civil servants," capable of being
cogs in a machine, but not
capable of doing any creative
thinking, he said.

Social Welfare speaking on topics
ranging from nutrition to
sexuality.
A lot of people niay reject the
idea that there really is a need for
a course of this nature, that many
of the topics discussed do not
require formal instruction. Ms.
Harvey believes that it is
essential; everyone must ask the
questions "Who am I, what am I
doing?" Again, this might sound
rather dramatic, but, as Ms.
Harvey explains "We talk about
you as a woman, as an individual,how you feel about
yourself, what kind of reaction
others have toward you- if they
can be aware of that, then they
can have more confidence in
themselves and they will do
better in later years."

The noise of the LRC can be avoided at the study skills
'center, room D 213.
by Bob Armstrong
Although it has been in
existence for at least five years,
students are generally unaware
of the Reading and Study Skills
program offered at RRCC in
room D213. Linda Robeson,
director of the program, said the
facilities at the centre are used
by only one per cent of the
students at RRCC.
The program is open to anyone,
with students coming to lessons
during spares and lunch hours.
There are no formal class times,
and students work- at their own
pace to build up study skills they
are weakest in.
Subjects covered in the
program include reading speed
and comprehension, note taking,
problem solving, studying and

writing.
The reading laboratory is
equipped with machines which
help students increase their
reading speed from an average
250 words per minute to double
that. The lab also has tapes and
headsets for listening skills
practise, as well as books on
vocabulary, reading comprehension and other skills.
The study skills area is a quiet
double room- equipped with individual carrels. The area "may
be the last remaining area in the
college which is conducive to
study," said Robeson, who enforces "no talking" rules.
Students are allowed to use the
facility for studying even if it is
not related to the Study Skills
program.

STUDY SKILLS PROGRAM:
LOCATION: Room D213
EVERY MONDAY at 11 a.m., 1
p.m. and 3 p.m., a Study Skills
lesson. Topics as follows:
March 26--Organizing for Study
April 2--Taking Lecture Notes
April 9--Concentrating and
Remembering
April 23--Improving Reading
Skills
April 30--Using Textbooks
May 7—Using the Library
May 14--Writing Good Papers
May 28--Making Oral Presentations
June 4--Taking Examinations
EVERY TUESDAY at 12 noon, an
Orientation Lecture on the
Developmental Reading
Program, and the use of the
Controlled Readers, Study guides
and filmstrips for the development of speed and fluency.
EVERY WEDNESDAY at 2 p.m.,
3 p.m. and 4 p.m., a Remedial
Writing class. Students can bring
along writing assignments and
receive help with the mechanics
of writing. Students can join any
class any Wednesday and attend
for as long as they need help.
EVERY FRIDAY at 10 a.m., 12
noon, and 3 p.m., a Reading Test
to give students some knowledge
of their current reading rate, and
vocabulary and comprehension
grade level.
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to what type o accom bon
they wanted. And as a result the
proposal never went forward.
That was a golden opportunity
but for some reason, and I don't
know what it is, the proposal
didn't come forward and we've
missed that one. Now, what I've
done is assign a person on my
staff to work closely with the
students on the next proposal that
they have. I've met with the
students several times and said
let's get something down on
paper that I can take to Cabinet.

Cosens: Education and its future
Education minister Kieth Cosens met earlier
last week with Winnipeg's three student
newspapers. Projector editor Michael Balagus,
Uniter editor Michael McEvoy, and Manitoban
staffer Yakiw Hrichishen spent an hour
discussing education and its future in the
Province of Manitoba. The following is a condensed version of that discussion.

examp e, • ay care aci Ares a
the U of M have proven
inadequate.
Day care at the
university is funded out of
university operating expenses. If
there is a demand then this is
something the university has to
consider.
Cosens:

Manitoban: The onus is then on

the university?
"Cosens: Definitely, the university

runs its own operation.

didn't have any bucks at all and
they had jobs at night and they
went to university for a year or
two and took a year off to work in
a coal mine, went back and they
got their education. So let's not
use this argument. You know I'm
a poor person myself, that's
where I started, so I don't like all
this garbage that the poor people
can't afford to go. You can go if
you want to.
Uniter: Statistically, it has been

shown that people from high

Projector: You have met with

CMHC though and they have said
there are funds available.
.

...society hands out too much, resulting in
people who believe they don't have to do
anything...'
`

Cosens: This was a year ago, that

Uniter: What is the Progressive

Conservative government's
philosophy on the role universities and colleges play in
society? Is their purpose to
produce graduates for the
business community?
Cosens: We see the universities
and community colleges of this
province as a very necessary
part of our society; both from a
personally productive point of
view and from the point of view of
being productive as far as society
is concerned. It is essential, as I
say from a personal sense to have
this facility; and it is essential
from an economic and social
sense. In other words, necessary,
essential, without doubt, and for
several ,reasons. From the
personal aspect, we believe that
well-trained, well-educated
people are more productive,
happier people. That has to be a
personal benefit. Benefits to the
province that accrue from having
people like that in our province
are also tremendous.
Manitoban: It seems there has

been a shift in universities and
community colleges more
towards the professional
faculties; engineering for
example and a move away from
the arts faculties. Does the PC
government see this as a healthy
trend?
Cosens: Well I think what you're
saying is that there is a shift
away from the liberal arts and
into what we would call the
vocational type courses. We have
always looked at the liberal arts
as I suppose a training valuable
in itself but not necessarily
geared for any particular job.
That's a trend in our society and
of course when you're looking at
production and productivity
you're looking at an economic
climate that needs a boost from
productivity, then I suppose that
sort of move or shift across all the
universities in this country is
desirable. The trend is there
among young people themselves
who are looking for courses that
will get them directly into a job.
Manitoban: There is a question of
this government's priorities. Why
has the government expanded its
budget for highways yet there's'
been a very marginal increase in
education budget? You have said
time and time again education is
a top priority with your government.
Cosens: Right. I think the tact we
keep saying it is a top priority is if
you look at the overall provincial
budget, you'll notice that the
percentage of that budget being
spent on education has not
diminished at all. Now of course
you can pick out something like
highways and say well there has
been a dramatic increase there,
the government's position on that
is that the highways in this
province have deteriorated to a
rather drastic state.
Manitoban: Education has also

deteriorated to a drastic state.
Cosens: Well that's a matter of
opinion. Something had to be
done immediately about the
transportation system. The other
aspect is that the biggest industry
in this province is agriculture and
they're faced with a problem
where they're closing down rail

lines across the province and as a
result the highways and the roads
that make up our transportation
system are going to have to be
upgraded to handle those trucks
that are going to be carrying
pretty heavy loads of grain
across this province. So from the
viewpoint of why a dramatic
increase in highways, and I
would hesitate to say how
dramatic it was, but certainly
highways received a higher increase than education or health
or anything else last year.
Uniter: Mr. Cosens it is a fact that

there are very few people from
the low income groups in our
universities. While this can be
attributed to both social and
economic reasons it seems that
the increased cost of education is
continuing to play a greater role
in maintaining this system in
which acessability is difficult.
Does your government have any
long term programs to deal with
this problem?
Cosens: I think you hit the nail

right on the head when you say
that there are a lot of reasons
why perhaps we don't have as
high a percentage of people from
the lower income brackets attending university. I don't think
it's all financial. There have been
a lot of studies done in that
regard that indicate the reason
, people go to university is quite
often because of motivation
they've received in their environment, whether it be their
particular home environment or
their community environment.
That, I think, has more impact
than financial reasons. The other
aspect, of course, is that I wonder
what the figures are today on the
students at university as regards
to their economic social strata. I
know one factor that disturbs me
quite a bit is that I was given a
figure of 14 per cent as the
number of students from the
rural areas that attend the
universities in Manitoba. Now
that isn't economic altogether.
There must be other factors.
Projector: You must admit though

that economically it is becoming
more and more difficult not just
for lower income students to get'
in but for middle class students
who don't have the parental
support that's expected when you
go to university. It's expected
your parents are automatically
going to throw into the kitty and
not all parents do. It is becoming
more difficult for those students
to get into colleges because the
money just isn't there.
Cosens: Well, how do you account

for the fact we're seeing a
dramatic drop in the amount of
applicants for the student aid
program? A 20 per cent drop last
year
Uniter: Whether these problems
are social or economic, do you
have any long term programs to
correct them?
Cosens: Programs? I don't think

we have program's that are going
to alleviate it. I suppose you can
look at high school counselling
programs as one area that may
help to alleviate the problem.
Students are frightened by the
very thought of university. I think
we could do a little more effective
work at the high school level of

getting them acquainted with
what is involved in going to
university. Just registering is a
frightening event for a lot of
people. It scares a lot of people
off. I would say that would be the
main program we would be
looking at. To try and improve
the type of information we're
getting to the students and to look
at ways through counselling of
preparing them for university or
community college.
Projector: Is it the government's
intention to raise tuition fees to a
level comparable to other
Canadian post-secondary institutions as was recommended
by Mr. Spivak's task force on
government reorganization?

Our government, of
course, last year made a
recommendation to the
universities that the fees be inCosens:

student housing would come
under a certain clause. They
removed that particular clause
and subsequently the money that
was available there. They used to
allocate so much money across
Canada for student housing and
one year one province might get
it, another year another province
might have the opportunity.

best they can do until they get
those loans paid off.
Cosens: Well, I say to you, has

there ever been a guarantee for
anyone who took Arts that there
would be a job when they
graduate? There never has been
and there never will be.

Projector: Do you know if there is

money available for a Red River
housing complex?

Uniter: You say you have an-

nounced a million dollar increase
in the amount of money available
for student aid. I've heard that
much of this money has already
been committed in the form of
paying off deferred bursaries. So
in fact much of this money is not
available to students.

Cosens: I'd have to check. I know

the provision for funds was there.
I don't know what happened to
slow down the proposal. It certainly wasn't slowed down here. I
can't do anything with it until I
have a firm proposal that I can
then take to Cabinet for consideration.

Cosens: Yes.
Uniter: So in fact the government

has not really increased the

hit
• Ir

Projector: Do you see any dif-

`I would favour if there have to be increases
that they are not drastic increases'
creased in the neighborhood of
twenty per cent to bring them up
to a level somewhere close to the
lowest tuition fees across
Canada. They're still the lowest
across Canada.
Uniter: Some people would say

that this is a positive thing. That
universities should have low.
tuition to create greater accessibility. What's happening in
other provinces isn't necessarily
the right policy to pursue.
Cosens: It's not our intention to

have the highest tuition fees in
Canada or in Manitoba either. We
have to realize as an economy we
don't compare to Alberta or big
Ontario who has all its industrial
might going for it.
Projector: Is it this government's
intention to have the most accessible education system in
Canada?
Cosens: Accessible?
Accessible to all
students from all economic
backgrounds.
Cosens: I don't think there's any
intention for them not to be that
way. The student aid program is
there for those who aren't able to
work or can't raise enough
money to go to university. We in
fact raised the amount of bursary
available for those most in need
last year.
Projector: I know a person last
year who was assessed in need of
$1880. His award was broken
down to an $1800 loan and an $80
bursary. Perhaps that's why you
had a 20 per cent drop in the
number of people that applied for
student aid last year. They say
they cannot afford to go into debt
at the rate of $2000 per year.
Cosens: When they graduate
after those four years you have to
admit that the investment is
going to result in you earning
money.
Projector: The rate of graduates
that are unemployed right now is
extremely high. For instance,
people go four years in an honors
Arts program and are in debt
$8,000 by the time they graduate
and are forced to take on
minimum wage jobs- that's the
Projector:

ficulty in Cabinet with a $2.6
million proposal?

amount of money which is
available to students this year.

Cosens: I can't really give you a

statement on that. In this
business you'd be foolish if you
ever tried to commit Cabinet to
something.

Cosens: Half of what we an-

nounced is an increase. I think
the increase- and don't quote me
on this figure- was over a million
dollars. Half of that goes to the
deferred bursaries.

Projector: The federal govern-

to a level that we feel is comparable with fees being charged
across the country. That still
represents something in the area
of 5 per cent of the total per
student cost which is a long way
from what tuition pays in the
university.

Projector: What do you think it

should be?

Cosens: I think that of course is

ridiculous because it certainly
would work a great hardship
against those who have problems
financing a university education.
We're looking at about 10 or 11 per
cent right now in this province.
Uniter: It's 19.8 per cent at the

University of Winnipeg and I
believe for Arts and Science at
the U of M it is quite similar.
Cosens: Well I am not going to

argue with your figures. I think
the last figures that I was shown
were 13 or 11 per cent.

Projector: Certainly but 28 per

cent in one year is a pretty big

Cosens: Yes. I think that's a

mistake. If governments leave
things for years and years and
nothing is done then it all has to
be done in one year.
Projector: Do you now see fees at

a reasonable level to the extent
that in the future we will be
looking at fees tied to cost of
living increases?

which the government sees as
desirable? It seems to me that
the government is moving to
increase the portion paid by
students.
Cosens: We have not moved at all

this year. In fact this year we
recommended no increase.

`I don't like all this garbage that poor people
can't afford an education. You can go if you
want.'

we're quite close. That's why we
made that large move last year
at the universities. We had that
recommendation that they should
come up to be close or comparable to the lowest across the
country. I would favor if there
have to be increases, that they
are not drastic increases, that it
be done on a more regular basis
so that the impact is not as great.

close and the staff of community
colleges felt they didn't have any
input into the system. The
province of Ontario has moved to
lessen these ties and most
recently BC has moved in the
direction of greater autonomy for
community colleges. Does the
province of Manitoba have any
intention to move in these
directions?
Cosens: We have no such in-

tentions at this time. We think
that it's a very workable situation
and that it isn't working to the
detriment of the goals and objectives of the community college
system.
a duplication of services at
times? Quite often it seems what
could be done by one individual
has to pass over four or five
desks.
Cosens: Well, I think you realize

as well as I do that in any large
organization you're going to get
that type of thing happening. It's
a characteristic of bigness.

point is the requisition of a van
for the men's basketball team
having to come to this office.
Cosens: I have some problems

Community colleges
have been hit with a 28 per cent
increase.
Cosens: Again, to bring them up

You have in the
community college system very
close supervision from this office.
In 1973 a task force study done in
the province of Manitoba
suggested that the ties were too
Projector:

Projector: Perhaps if the com-

munity colleges were not tied so
closely to the government and
more things were decided internally the problem of bigness
could be overcome. A case in

people do have the availability of
the student loans and bursaries
don't they?
Is there money
available for these people?
Projector:

with that particular example
because the only thing that comes
to my desk is budgeting towards
your sports programs.

Cosens: Well do you think there's

Projector Do you feel the funding

going to be a huge increase in the
number of people applying for
student aid this year?

for these sports programs is
adequate right now? It's been
suggested that funding at the
college is just a joke.

Projector: I don't know if there

Cosens: Well certainly in com-

parison to the university athletic
programs, you're quite right. I
have no quarrel with what you
are saying.
Projector: It's been seven years

since Red River's Student
Association started to work
toward a housing complex. In
your opinion are they any closer
now than they were seven years
ago?
I thought they were
rather close about a year ago.
CMHC had a particular provision
and in fact money as I understand it was available. But
something fell down in the
presentation or in the decision
from the students at Red River as
Cosens:

Projector:

ment through Canada Manpower
has instituted several funding
cutbacks in training allowances
and program funding at Red
River. Does your department
have any intention to fill the void
these cutbacks have created?

Cosens: Well, once again' these

Projector: Do you not feel there is
Cosens: I think we are. I think

Projector: Do you have a figure

care at Red River then be on the
government?

income brackets dominate
universities and particularly the
professional faculties.

Cosens: I suppose you'd have to

Cosens: Yeah, I can't quarrel

say that, everything is funded
directly by the governement
there.
Projector: A month or so ago a
letter was sent to Mr. Sherman,
the minister responsible for day
care, requesting funds for expansion be made available to Red
River's day care. The college has
already committed space, the
demand is there; all that is
missing is money.
I can tell you quite
honestly that I have never had
any presentation made to me that
there was any shortage at Red
River.
Uniter: The Spivak Task Force
report also spoke of using things
such • as production indices to
measure university efficiency.
There are many in the university
community that were upset
because these kind of productive
values are not appropriate to an
institution such as a university.
Do you have any comment on
this?
Cosens:

will be a huge increase but I know
that there will be a lot of people
who were attending Red River
because of Manpower support
and that help is no longer there.
Will your department help these
people?

Cosens: Well, certainly. Through

student aid we'll make sure that
there are enough funds there to
cover their needs. There is no top
level in student aid funding. If the
demand is greater than anticipated there will be further
funds.

Manitoban: Is your government

doing anything to see that women
get greater access to postsecondary institutions? For

with you there, and again, is it a
matter of money or a matter of
home environment? You grow up
in a home where all the people
who come to visit are doctors and
you socialize with doctors and go
to the lake and your cottage and
the guys next door are doctors too
,and so you grow up thinking 'Hey,
that's what I'll be.'
Projector:
You can't deemphasize the economic factor.
Certainly, everything you're
saying is valid, without question,
but you cannot de-emphasize the
financial end of it either. I'm sure
there are people out there who
want to be doctors and they want
badly to be doctors- and there's
no money.
Cosens: Is there no money?
Projector: For some people there

is no money.
Cosens: I think the solution is to
take a year off and work.
Projector: And what does he do

Cosens: Well of course you have

post-secondary expenses should
students be paying for with their
tuition fees?

particular item for some time
and there's a lot of debate on it.
There are some people who think
it all should be.

Projector: Would the onus on day

'

Manitoban: What proportion of

Cosens: We've looked at that

4

to remember, on the task force
you had a large`number of people
who were feeding information
into it and working on it ( the task
force) so I suppose you can get all
sorts of statements like this. I
really feel that the general public
out there at this point looks at the
universities with a jaundiced eye.
It is something when I'm talking
with the faculty groups and so on
that I mention to them.
Education public relations
haven't been very good. We
haven't convinced the guy out
there driving the semi-trailer or
working in a particular industry
that he's getting value for his
dollar. We've kind of accepted
the fact that my goodness, we
educate people and we are fine
institutions and no one should
ever question us. They shouldn't
squeal at all when they pay their
tax dollar towards education. Our
public relations are bad.
Projector:

Is cutting back the
amount of money being spent on
education the way to convince a
guy driving a truck that he is
getting value for his dollar?
Cosens: No it isn't. It isn't at all.
Uniter: Is it possible that one

reason people don't feel they're
getting their dollar's worth of
education is that the truck driver
knows his kids won't be able to go
to university because he can't
afford to send them?
Cosens: That's a bunch of gar-

bage. That's an absolute bunch of
garbage and I can't accept that.
What do you think my dad did,
and I went to university. And I
can point out an awful lot of other
people whose dads drive trucks
and make $18,000 or $19,000 a year
and maybe more. So let's not use
that argument. You know you go
to university if you really want to
go. If you're motivated you'll go.
I know guys who went there and

when that money runs out- he
takes off another year and
works?
Cosens: Yes.
Projector: So he does a three-year

program and it takes him six
years to get through?
Cosens: We've got guys doing

that anyway.
Uniter: But you must agree that it

is an advantage to come from an
upper income bracket. Certainly
these people do not have to carry
large debts in financing their
education.
Cosens: It could be an advantage.

I don't know. I was never in that
bracket. Neither was my family.
They went to university and they
worked. They saved up the
money they made in the summer
and plugged along.
Projector: Does society have the

right to demand these sacrifices
from lower income bracketsfrom people who want to get an
education?
Cosens: I would suggest that
society doesn't demand enough
sacrifices and that society hands
out too much and is resulting in
producing a people who believe
that they don't have to do
anything, just hold out my hand
and holler and society will give
me something. That results in a
society with very little initiative.
Projector: That brings up the

question is education a privilege
or a right? Are these people
demanding more from society
than they have a right to?
Cosens: It's a right, but with

rights go responsibility and how
you attain that right is up to you.
You have some responsibility to
do something about it.

•a
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CONCERTS:
IRISH ROVERS present a
concert at the Centennial Concert
Hall April 1 to 3 at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $5.50, $6.50 and $7.50 at ATO.
DON McLEAN is here for one
concert at the Playhouse
Theatre, Thurs. April 5 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $8 at ATO.
MANITOBA. CHAMBER ORCHESTRA features violinist
Walter Prystawski Wed. April 18
at. the Westminster United
Church, Maryland and Westminster. Curtain time is 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are $6.50 adults, $4.50
students at CBO.
OPERA
MANITOBA
ASSOCIATION presents IL
TRAVATORE by Verdi performed in Italian April 19, 21 and
24 at the Centennial Concert Hall.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. Tickets are
from $6.50 to $21 at CBO.
THEATRE:
MANITOBA THEATRE CENTRE presents VERONICA'S
ROOM by Ira Levin, March 23 to
April 14. It's another suspense
thriller from the author of
Rosemary's Baby and The
Stepford Wives. Curtain time is
8:30 p.m. Mon. Tues. Thurs. and
Fri., and 4 p.m. and 9 p.m. Wed.
and Sat. Tickets, available at

ATO and MTC, range from $3.50
to $8.50 week nights, $6.50 to $9.25
weekends, $3 to $8.50 matinees.
ACTOR'S
SHOWCASE
THEATRE presents LAMPOON
PUPPET THEATRE in the
Winnipeg Art Gallery Auditorium
April 10-12 at 11:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. and April 14 and 15 at 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m. Tickets are $1.75.
DANCE:
CONTEMPORARY DANCERS
present concerts at the
Playhouse Theatre April 12-14 at
8:30 p.m. The concerts feature
the Winnipeg premiere
CELEBRATION' by Judith
Marcuse, danced to the music of
Bach. Tickets start at $3.50 at
ATO.
MUSICAL REUNION:
THE WINNIPEG FOLK
FESTIVAL presents THE
GREAT WINNIPEG MUSIC
REUNION on Sat. April 7 at 8
p.m. at the Winnipeg Convention
Centre. Six bands will participate
in this unique musical reunion
which will bring together many of
Winnipeg's finest musicians.
There will be a bar and dancing.
Tickets are $6.50 at ATO, CBO,
Guitarland on Broadway and the
Folklore Centre in Osborne
Village.

by Rick Kraus
Two new managers have been
appointed to CMOR, RRCC's
student radio station. Manager
Roger. Bockstael (BA student)
and Production Manager Earl
Kowaluch (Structural
Technology student) hope to run
the station as professionally as
possible.
"We want to sound as good as
an FM station but retain our
uniqueness. And it's that
uniqueness that makes CMOR
the number one amateur radio
station in Manitoba," Roger said.

"We're going to shape up the
ship around here and bring the
students features on different
albums and news from inside and
outside the college," Earl said.
"If everything goes as planned,
we hope to bring in professional
disc jockeys from the Winnipeg
radio stations to do shows on
CMOR. We also hope to get some
good bands for socials," the new
manager commented.
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CMOR's new Production Manager Earl Kowalchuk and
Manager Roger Bockstael 'hope to run the station as
prefessionaly as possible.'

Veronica's Room
by Dave Church
Some people get their kicks
racing motorcycles or jumping
out of airplanes. Others hunt
grizzly bears with bow and arrow
or walk tightrope wires for their
thrills.
If you crave that same excitement tinged with fear, but
haven't an appetite for the
painful side effects, Manitoba
Theatre Centre has just the thing
for you.
VERONICA'S ROOM, MTC's
current main stage presentation,
is a suspenseful psycho-drama
which may make less hardy
viewers wish they had never left
the predictable security of their
television sets.
The story, set in a New
England mansion, concerns a

young woman who is invited to
take part in a seemingly harmless plot of deception which,
through a bizarre turn of events,
unfolds into a terrifying trap.
The playwright is a specialist
at creating suspense. Ira Levin is
best known as the author of
ROSEMARY'S BABY, THE
BOYS FROM BRAZIL, A KISS
BEFORE DYING, and
DEATHTRAP. VERONICA'S
ROOM has the same tone of
unnerving apprehension as his
other works.
VERONICA'S ROOM will play
at MTC until April 14. It's an
excellent introduction to live
theatre for those who haven't
tried it yet. Student discount
rates are available from the Box
Office, at 942-6537.

miinnagr s o n
byLpocroi E
Upcoming events include
Winnipeg band BOOTLEG
performing at a social March 30
in the South Gym and Artist in
Residence Dan Donahue April 1012 in the Tower Lounge. Dr.
Warren Farrell will give a lecture in the Tower Lounge April-f$
and a disco group known as the
TROUBADOURS will be featured
in a concert April 19 from 11-1 in
the South
house 'rolls
rolls around once
more April 20-22 with various
single performer's featured in a
mini-concert held in the Cave. A
video tape of past RRCC activities also will be shown while
hot dogs and drinks are sold at
the Students' Association booth.
The ONE HORSE BLUE hand,
recording artists and opening
=ootleg performed March 30, Soth Gym
performers for the PRISM
concert last. December, will play
Calgary under the supervision of
in the footsteps of NEIL YOUNG
at The
the April
27
social.
Freebie Film Festival HAMMERSMITH's Danny Lowe. and THE GUESS WHO, keeping
In 1977 BOOTLEG made
Winnipeg and Canadian music in
presents Woody Allen's ANNIE
several CBC Radio and TV apthe foreground of the inHALL April 4 in the White Lecpearances. They played on CBC
ternational music scene.
ture Theatre. THE END, starring
TV's "The Canadian Express"
Burt Reynolds and Dom Delouise
hosted by Terry Jacks, and on
Dr. Warren Farrell, speaking
will be shown April 18. Admission
"Country Roads," a National
April 18 in the Tower Lounge,
is free.
CBC Radio program from
views the women's liberation
Halifax.
movement as a freeing agent
Rock band BOOTLEG is what
During the summer of '78 three
rather than a threat. He believes
happened when three Winnipeg.
new members were added to the
men feel isolated and threatened
born musicians combined their
band. Now they play everything
by the apparent role reversal.
talents.
from light country rock to
Dr. Farrell is the author of
BOOTLEG began touring in raunchy rock and roll.
THE LIBERATED MANManitoba, Saskatchewan and
Originally founded by Robert
BEYOND MASCULINITY:
Northern Ontario in the spring of Bartlett, Brian Cowieson and
FREEING MEN AND THEIR
'73. Within a year, the band began Graham Jones, BOOTLEG's
RELATIONSHIPS WITH
playing at universities and
newest members include Paul
WOMEN. He has travelled over
colleges, travelling extensively in
Kelly, Denton Page and Fred
25,000 miles and started over 300
Southern Alberta and B.C.. They
Sinclair.
men's "consciousness-raising
began drawing huge crowds at
The members of BOOTLEG
og nrouhpiss.e"xpHeisrim
leec ntutsresin acrhe abnagsinedg
pubs and cabarets in Calgary and are a team; each member has
in the summer of 1975 they toured
special talents but they're
men's attitudes towards women's
with Goose Creek Symphony and
working together in their push to
lib. His lectures include a role
Redbone. BOOTLEG began the top. BOOTLEG looks to the
reversal dating game and a
recording at Roade Studeio in
future with excitement, conmen's beauty contest as well as a
Winnipeg and Sound West in
vinced they are destined to follow
question period.
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National's Reconditioned Typewriters

Inexpensive Keys to Success
CHOOSE FROM OLYMPIA, UNDERWOOD,
REMINGTON or ROYAL typewriters reconditioned arid guaranteed for 1 full year. These are
standard office models similar to those used in
schools. FREE delivery In Winnipeg.

RENT TO $i
OWN PLAN

STUDENT PRACTISE
MODEL AVAILABLE
From

ELECTRIC MODELS

$49.50

NO INTEREST

5

Pr
*nth

$35.00
alb

NO CARRYING CHARGES

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM AND SEE THE LARGE
SELECTION OF NEW ELECTRIC & MANUAL PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS

NATIONAL TYPEWRITER

a student
association
enterprise
located in bldg.C,
mall level

& OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.

639 PORTAGE AVE.

PH. 7864611

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
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OFF
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This coupon is worth
$1 off nightly admission.

t A LESTER PERSKY

The best sounds in Disco

Glass Onion I
Winnipeg's Newest Disco
Fri., Sat. each week.
9 p.m. - 4 a.m.

MICHAEL BUTLER Product
A MILOS FORMAN Aim of RAGNI, RADO yid MacDERMOT'S "HAIR"str,„, JOHN SAVAGE
TREAT WILLIAMS • BEVERLY D'ANGELO • ANNIE GOLDEN • DORSEY WRIGHT. DON DACUS
CHERYL BARNES and MELBA MOORE &RONNIE DYSON Busterridargt,,Y. GEROME RAGNI &JAMES RADO
GALT MacDERMOT Vocal arranger & conduct' TOM PIERSON kwiteps. ROBERT GREENHUT
Director of Neva*? MIROSLAV ONDRICEK sahsont, MICHAEL WELLER Choreovaphy by TWYLA THARP
Pralni by LESTER PERSKY.nd MICHAEL BUTLER Duatedt, MILOS FORMAN
MATURE
A CIP Feature Panavisions Technicoiot• I Original Mohon Picture Sound Track Album on RCA Records & Tapes
and

erTenrikerC0111=

I

272 Sherbrook St
between Portage Ave. & Broadway

COPV ■ghl

1979 UThle4:1 Artists Corp All rupts resef•ed

-

Ph. 7740351
"Smart Dress Only"
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T United Mists
A Transamerica Company

COLONY
PORTAGE AT COLONY ST. 942-3019
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HUG AT RIDGE
by Rick Groom

THE DEER HUNTER: A
REVIEW
THE DEER HUNTER is actually the best film of 1978. But
that statement doesn't mean
much because this year has been
an incredibly mediocre one for
movies. Since most films were so
bad this year, THE DEER
HUNTER looks much better that
it actually is.
After writing and directing one
of Clint Eastwood's best outings
namely THUNDERBOLT &
LIGHTFOOT, Michael Climino
spent two and a half years
filming THE DEER HUNTER
both in the jungles of Thailand
and the mountains of Pennsylvania. The result is the much
anticipated and slightly overrated tale of three gung-ho
steelworkers who volunteer for
Viet Nam. The script by Deric
Washburn (from a story by
Cimino) is a little hard to swallow
at times (as in cliches), but the
acting more than compensates.
Robert De Niro plays the hero,
Michael, with power and conviction. He's the odds-on favorite
for Best Actor and rightly so. De
Niro's phrasing, facial expressions and towering screen
presence are flawless. But, he's
almost upstaged by newcomer
Christopher Walken who plays
Nick, a shell-shocked Russian
Roulette addict. In fact, Walker's
performance is not unlike Al
Pacino's in THE GODFATHER.
Even when De Niro shares the
screen with him, it is Walken who
commands audience attention.
The late John Cazale, John
Savage and Meryl Streep all are
outstanding in their sharplydetailed supporting roles. Ms.
Streep, especially, deserves
mention since she is as sensitive
an actress as she is a beautiful
woman. She, too, is nominated
for Best Supporting as is Walken.
"You gotta promise me you
won't leave me over there,
Mikey. You gotta promise!" is
Nick's plea to Michael prior to
their enlistment. Now, anyone
who has ever seen a war movie on
the late show knows what that
means. It's one of the oldest
cliches in the formula, and the
primary fault in Washburn's
script. The love triangle between
De Niro, Streep and Walken is
also handled awkwardly. But,
thanks to the credibility of its
actors, the sequence almost
works_
Technical flaws due to
Climino's inexperience are not as
bad, but noticable none the less.
The inclusion of newsreel footage
of the fall of Saigon during the
latter part of THE DEER
HUNTER is as obvious as it is
unnecessary. The portrait of Ho
Chi Minh in the P.O.W. camp is
another example as are the choir
vocals during the hunting
sequences. Cimino seems to be
underlining with a red pencil his
belief that the peace and freedom
of the wilderness really are out of
this world. As far as that goes,
Stanley Myers' entire music
score should have been avoided.
Either it detracts from the
poignancy or cheapens the sincerity of the scenes.
But, these flaws are rather
insignificant when compared to
the overall picture. THE DEER
HUNTER brings to mind such
classics as THE BEST YEARS
OF OUR LIVES and THE
YOUNG LIONS,_ only with the
Viet Nam experience as its
backdrop. The movie's violence
and horrific torture scenes are
nicely balanced with its warm
and riotous wedding ceremony
and ethnic atmosphere. This is
primarily due to some breathtaking photography by Vilmos
Zsigmong (a two-time Oscar
winner for DELIVERANCE and
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS.)
All in all, THE DEER HUNTER is terrific entertainment
and a movie everyone should see.

HARDCORE: A REVIEW
George C. Scott is one of the
world's great actors and to see
him perform is always a
privilege. But even great actors
can't live on good reviews and
applause alone. A box office hit
and a per centage of the profits
help pay the bills. And all too
obviously, HARDCORE is a case
in point.
Paul , Schrader, the mind
behind TAXI DRIVER,
ROLLING THUNDER and
BLUE COLLAR, has written and
directed this exploitive and
pretentious nothing of film. It's
not unlike RAGE, another Scott
film of several years ago, in
which the hero goes on a rampage after his only son is murdered by US Army nerve gas.
HARDCORE switches genders
and locales, but that's about all.
Scott gets to snarl, break furniture and a few jaws while the
audience gets to ask "So what?"
Don't go to see HARDCORE
expecting to see a skin flick.
You'll probably want your money
back. The plot has Scott leave the
serenity of Grand Rapids for the
hell of Los Angeles after seeing
his daughter in a porno movie.
Her reasons for doing so are
never explained, nor is Scott's
admission of mistreating her.
True to the Schrader tradition,
there is a bloody climax that's
silly instead of shattering.
The most powerful scene in
HARDCORE is Scott's anguished
reaction to seeing his daughter in
a skin flick. But the length of this
scene and the movie as a whole
do not warrant the price of admission.
Watch out. John Belushi and
Dan Ackroyd have finally
recorded a live performance of
their soulful alter egos from Rock
Island, Illinois. The dynamic duo
from SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
play Joliet Jake and Elwood
Blues, the dark-suited, darkshaded Blues Brothers in an
album that belts, bellows and
booms like the real thing.
Belushi handles the lead vocals
like a gravel-throated bar room
bouncer while Ackroyd plays the
meanest harmonica this side of
Toots Thielemans. Their back-up
band is peopled with giant-sized
talents such as Steve Cropper,
Donald "Duck" Dunn (formerly
of Booker T. & The M.G.'s), Lou
"Blue Lou" Marini and Tom
Scott (of The L.A. Express). The
concert was recorded live at the
Universal Amphitheatre in Los
Angeles and, incredibly, was the
warm-up act for Steve Martin.
Judging from Martin's latest
output, the reverse should have
been true.
BRIEFCASE FULL OF
BLUES is technically not a
comedy album. Actually, the only
joke is that Ackroyd and Belushi
mean business. While doing a
bang-up parody of such rhythm
and blues artists as Otis Redding,
Wilson Pickett and, without
question Sam and Dave, The
Blues Brothers really perform up
a storm. Their blues is from the
Memphis school of soul and is as
gutsy and listenable as the titles
of their songs: SHOT GUN
BLUES, HEY BARTENDER,
SOUL MAN (destined to be a
solid hit for Jake and Elwood as it
was for Sam and Dave),
GROOVE ME, ALMOST (the
Downchild Blues Band hit) and B
MOVIE BOX CAR BLUES.
Dan Ackroyd sings but one,
song and it is a Chips classic
called RUBBER BISCUIT. His
voice travels in directions most
singers only dream of while the
band backs him up like a squad of
fire fighters hosing down the
flames. The only thing missing is
Belushi and Ackroyd's onstage
athletics. The album is dynamite
in other words, so don't light any
matches while playing it.
11
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Who's coming to entertain you

CMOR: under new management

The managers plan to expand
the station for students. Earl has
already started soliciting advertising for CMOR so he'll have
enough money to buy the music
students want to hear.
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Closet joggers
unite
by Kim Trynacity

•

Finally after six long months of
a cold miserable winter we are
blessed with the advent of spring.
The snow is finally leaving us
(hah!), the birds are coming
home for their yearly visit, and
it's time for all we winter
hibernants to drag out our
jogging shoes and tennis rackets
for another year.
Sound familiar? All too often
we part-time fitness experts fall
into that winter trap (more
commonly referred to as Winter
Blahs) of hanging up,our sweat
pants and putting our runners in
solitary confinement; only to
discover that over the winter our
bathing suits must have shrunk
while sitting in the bottom
drawer!
Closet joggers unite! You are
not alone. There exist millions of
us scattered across the globe,
who prefer to monitor our
physical activity according to the
calendar.
Is that so odd? It's not that we
don't take an ardent interest in
sports, in fact it's quite the
contrary. Many of us are the
biggest 'athletic supporters'
around. Saturday afternoon
basketball, Monday night football. It's all too convenient to sit
back and watch everyone else to
the sweating.
Well grieve no more, there is a
way to break this pattern. Since
spring is upon us already
( although it may not appear as
such) and it is our usual custom
to get off our easy chairs anyway,
we might as well start off by
engaging in some other sport or
activity other than what we
_ usually take up.
How about taking up a new
sport this spring? Popularity in
racket sports has escalated.

Tennis, racketball, squash, or
even handball are fast becoming
the most popular sports around.
Even the college otters some
instruction in sports people may
not have even tried before.
Classes begin the week of March
26-30 and run until June. If you're
interested sign up at the North
Gym. Classes include Beginners'
Tennis, Advanced Tennis, Golf,
Trampoline, Badminton, Fitness
and Archery.
So you see, by starting off on
the right foot (or left, whichever
you prefer), the closet jogger can
divert his energy into some other
type of sport to break his pattern.
Any way you look at it,
Canadians are overworked,
underpaid, overfed and overweight. It's time we changed our
image! Look at our healthy
American neighbors (cough
cough). The epitome of physical
fitness and health.
So while I'm writing this piece
of wisdom, I'm chewing on
licorice, sipping caffein-filled
coffee, and watching my
cigarette burn down in the ash
tray. A fine example for a sports
editor! I'd like to now publicly
announce that by the end of June
I'll have quit smoking, lost ten
pounds, and be able to run five
miles a day. As I said I'd like to
but since I'm a moralist I won't.
Instead, I'll spend the next few
days picking the mothballs out of
my tennis raquet and wait for the
snow to go.
Hopefully on the first official
day of summer I'll start off on the
right (or left) foot and attempt to
carry out my physical activities
through until next spring. It's
worth a try!

You
can't

Bev played basketball,
volleyball and fastball all
through her high school years at
Dauphin Regional School. She
came to Red River after
graduation because it is the only
place in Manitoba where -the
course was offered.

win
them
all •

•

by Julia Young
The RRCC men's volleyball
team missed the playoffs by one
point. The game Monday Mar. 26
against Los Paraguayos was the
deciding match for the playoffs,
in which only the top four teams
will be contenders.
The teams were very evenly
matched, Red River winning two
games 17-15 and 15-6, and the Los
Paraguayos winning three games
15-13, 15-11, and the final game to
decide the match. 15-8.
The Rebels put up a good fight
with excellent back line spiking
by Doug McKay. Superstar
spiker of the five games was
Stormin' Norman Morrissett,
despite his sprained ankle, which
he injured one week before the 4West Championships. Coach John
Paulson said if Norm had been
healthy the team might have
finished in a higher place.
Gord Rathwell was picked as
one of the all-stars at the 4-West
and the reason was evident in
Monday's game. Gord has a
vertical jump of 40 inches and is a
fine setter.

The team also employs "fakes"
usually involving Mitch
Davidson, Cliff (Fish) Greenfield, Darrell Driver and Stormin' Norman. Mitch always
"keeps his tips up" (their team
slogan) and Cliff and Doug are
always up for the blocks. During
the final game of the match
Antonio (Spic) Araujo demonstrated some hard and fast
spiking.
The team played all-round fine
volleyball but unfortunately has
been plagued by injuries. Five
members of the team have bad
ankles, and Doug McKay has had
a bad knee all year. Despite this,
their biggest problem, Coach J.P.
said during 4-West the team
played seven of their eight
matches as well or better than
their potential. He added "The
competition was really stiff down
there, but they did themselves
proud. If there had been an
award for fighting spirit our guys
would have got it for sure."
A spectator at these games is
not only treated to good

volleyball, but also to an exz.
traordinary display of team spirit
and humor. After a good play
they run around in circles and
leap ecstatically, slapping and
hitting each other. Mitch Davidon
had "wash and wear" hair that
never moves even while he
contorts his body into all
positions imitating some sort of
"ballet star." Murray (Baba)
Babrowski has the flashiest socks
on the team- YELLOW AND
GREEN STRIPES, but that's
okay, Doug's socks don't match
at all. Mitch also has a habit of
getting down on his knees to wash
the flor, but I don't think he does
windows. The team sweatsuits
look like they are made for a
party.
This team's season is now over,
out thanks to a good coach and
hardworking players, they have
given RRCC a season to be proud
of.

A Credit Union
Personal Chequing Account
keeps you on track.

Janis is going to finish the
season With the Rebels and then .
hopes to play with a Senior
Women's league next year if she
doesn't return to RRCC. Her
former basketball career includes three years' at Westwood
Collegiate. Right now her plans
are up in the air, but she says
"they have been for 18 years."

Another Business Accountancy
student, Kelly Buchanan, also
plays for RRCC's women's
basketball team. She attended
John Taylor Collegiate where she
was an avid basketball fan.
Kelly came to RRCC because
she was interested in accountancy and she decided to
take the one-year course to see if
that is what she wanted. After
graduation she plans to enroll in
the C.G.A.S.- Certified General
Accountancy Society, with some
classes being held at the
University of Manitoba.
Any kind of sports interests
Kelly, including swimming,
cycling and jogging. She also
played intermural volleyball and
attends all the socials and beer
bashes. As for solutions for
promoting fan support she thinks
the college should announce the
games, or put up posters, and
publish game times in the
Projector.
•

Co-Operators Credit Union Ltd.
College Branch
Bldg. C Right Across From The LRC

Karen Biliski, 19, is a Business
. Administration student in her
first year at Red River. After her
graduation from Red River she
would like to go into accounting.
Karen came to Red River
because the course here is more
recognized.

Bev feels that the sports rep
should be more active and
suggested having a pep rally at
the beginning of the school year
in order to acquaint the students
with the various teams and to get
spectators out to the games.

In regards to the question of
spectators Karen feels that there
should be some kind of campaign,
maybe posters, circulated to let 4
people know about the teams. She
feels that a more active sports
rep would also be beneficial.
Karen played basketball for
two years in her old high school,
John Taylor. She would like to try
out for another team after the
basketball season is over, maybe
for the school's baseball team.
As for other interests, Karen
plays the guitar for enjoyment.

by June Graham
Any softball players interested
in playing in the Senior "B"
Women's Softball League this
summer are asked to see June
Graham immediately as practices have just begun. Some ideas
that will be incorporated into the
softball team are as follows:
1. A conditioning program with
at least two fitness assessments
during the season. The fitness
components to be assessed are
cardiovascular
endurance,
muscular strength, muscular
endurance and flexibility.
2. An evaluation will be done on
all of the individual skills of each
player. Players will be expected
to work on and, as a result,
correct any weaknesses they
may have in any of these skills.
3. A videotape machine will be
used as an audio-visual aid in
improving and correcting these
skills.

4. A competent trainer will be
on hand at practices and games
to handle any injuries that may
occur.
5. Players with more serious
injuries will be referred to a
specialist if they so desire.
Hopefully this service will be
particularly helpful to any
players new to the city who
haven't had a chance to find a
suitable medical practitioner.
6. A complete up-to-date set of
statistics will be available to
players at all times.
7. Indoor practices will be held
at the college twice a week with
players having access-. to the
track and weight training
facilities.
8. The amount of playing time a
player receives will most
definitely depend on attitude as
well as ability.

If anyone is considering going
to the weight room• to work out,
better bring your galoshes and
rain hat along. With the spring
thaw comes a healthy amount of
water through the roof in the
phys. ed. department. Red River
should hold a spring 'Steeple
Chae' with participants dodging
water in the weight room and
dashing over the huge bucket that
now holds the refuge from the
leaky roof. DPW says there's
nothing they can do, but be
forewarned, Red River didn't
install communal showers, it's
just the work of Mother Nature.

In closing, we asked the girls if
they had any additional comments they wanted to maim
Lynn Scott was adamant in
saying that fan support was what
the team needed. She went on to
say that the team hadfun playing
and they went on some good trips.
However there should be more
competition. Apparently they had
to play against one team ten
times. In summary Jean
Robertson, guard, said, there are
"damn good people" on the team
and it is a good one to be on.

Sports
briefs

Ladies softball
schedule

Gym water-logged

Correction
The sports department wishes
to apologize for the misprint in
the last issue of the Projector.
Regarding the silver medal
winning Rebels Hockey team,
Randy PAINTER not Randy
Romas 'registered a hatrick' in
the 4-West game to defeat
Saskatchewan 9-3. Sorry fellas!

Bev Stokotelny, 19, is in her
second year of Business Teacher
Education. After graduation she
would like to teach accounting at
the high school level.

Janis Newfield is 18 years old
and plays guard for the women's
basketball team. She was
enrolled in Business Accountancy
until the end of second term when
she decided to drop out. She had
lost interest in the course and is
now looking for a fulltime job
preferably in recreation, which
she prefers over office work.

Sports banquet
As the varsity season winds
down for another year, both
players and coaches turn their
interests to the annual Athletic
Banquet. This year's banquet is
scheduled for May 15, and will
feature the presentation of such
awards as Female Athlete of the
Year, Male Athlete of the Year,
Men's and Women's Volleyball
Most Valuable Player, Men's and
Women's Basketball Most
Valuable Player, and Men's
Hockey Most Valuable Player.
Tentative location for the
banquet is the Assiniboia Inn.

Meet the Rebels

by Gaby Bartsch and Julia Young

by Genny Bak
Among all the recent fads and
crazes that have come and gone
in the last year, jogging, it seems,
is here to stay.
Here at Red River Community
College, jogging has really
caught on. There is more participation in fitness classes and
intermural sports and the track
in the south gym resounds with
pounding footsteps every noon
hour.
Even the participation in
marathons has picked up. There
were more people involved in the
Rhe-Fit marathon this year than
ever before, and last year was
supposedly &record year.
Jack Kaplan, a physical
education coach at Red River,
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One more time

Sport: picking
up the pace
says the number of students
involved in fitness has increased
drastically over the last few
years. The reason for this, he
says, could be that people are
becoming more fitnessconscious. They are becoming
more aware of their bodies and
the need to maintain their own
body functions. As a further help,
he recommends Cooper's THE
AEROBICS WAY which is
related to the need for fitness,
especially long-term activities.
The book is available in the LRC
and the bookstore.
Jogging can be a lot of fun, a
well as being good for yu, and it's
a great way to meet new people.
So, if you ever feel like jogging,
remember. . . you won't be alone.
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Co-ed volleyball entry deadline is
today at 4 p.m. Entry forms are
available from June Graham's
office.

Referees are needed for co-ed
volleyball. See Glen Shook if you
are interested in officiating.

ALL STUDENTS:
It is requested by the Phys. Ed.

Intramural scooter hockey champs 'Flash' Members of
the winning team are: Pat McMahon, Barb Sullivan,
Dennis Bourgeois, Paul Trueman, Tretty Mikolash,
Delanie Prasek, Jerome Clavelle, Bob Chomyn.ln a
great game, they defeated the No Names to clinch the
championships. Badminton and table tennis finals will
appear next issue.

Department that all students
HOARDING basketballs in their
lockers return them immediately
as supplies are running low!

Mixed bonspiel: a real splash
by Jan McCall
The RRCC Annual Mixed
Curling Bonspiel March 23-25 at
the Grain Exchange was a
success for all involved.
All night bonspiels demand
curling skill and Marc Gardner's
rink came out on top. •
Gardner's rink won the main
event defeating Jeff Ryan in the
Saturday midnight draw.
Members of the Gardner rink
included Cindy Jensen third,
Terry Mysanchuk second, and
Patricia Mulvihill lead.
Second event winner was the
Paul Levy rink. Memebers included Shelly Reid third, Mike

Zubrack second, and Shannon
Burns lead.
Second place in the second
event went to the Brett Foreman
rink. Members included Denise
Boughton third, Rick Hammerslick second, and Helen
Sychrool lead.,
Third event title went to the
Darrell Driver rink. Members
included Jan Vandermeulen
third, Norm Morrissett second,
and Louise Leake lead.
Second place in the third event
went to the Denis Kolly rink.
Members included Susan
Cmiciwickz third, Marcel

Preteau second, Lise Audette
lead.
Draw prizes of 40 ounce 'perfume' bottles were won by the
Mason and Bjornsson rinks. Key
chains were won by the Mullin
rink, playing cards were won by
the McKay rink, and mugs were
won by the Rodriges rink.
The most esteemed trophy of
the evening entitles the 'Horse's
Ass' went to the Kowalewich rink
for being the first rink out of
competition. Congratulations to
all for surviving the weekend!

